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Thieves of Bay Street
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the
most peaceful time in human existence, drawing on psychological insights into
intrinsic values that are causing people to condemn violence as an acceptable
measure.

Circle of Friends
Just as WASPs, Irish-Catholics and Our Crowd Jews once made the ascent from
immigrants to powerbrokers, it is now the Indian-American's turn. Citigroup,
PepsiCo and Mastercard are just a handful of the Fortune 500 companies led by a
group known as the "Twice Blessed." Yet little is known about how these Indian
emigres (and children of emigres) rose through the ranks. Until now The collapse of
the Galleon Group--a hedge fund that managed more than $7 billion in
assets--from criminal charges of insider trading was a sensational case that pitted
prosecutor Preet Bharara, himself the son of Indian immigrants, against the best
and brightest of the South Asian business community. At the center of the case
was self-described King of Kings, Galleon's founder Raj Rajaratnam, a Sri-Lankanborn, Wharton-educated billionaire. But the most shocking allegation was that the
éminence grise of Indian business, Rajat Gupta, was Rajaratnam's accomplice and
mole. If not for Gupta's nose-to-the-grindstone rise to head up McKinsey & Co and
a position on the Goldman Sachs board, men like Rajaratnam would have never
made it to the top of America's moneyed elite. Author Anita Raghavan crisscrosses the globe from Wall Street boardrooms to Delhi's Indian Institute of
Technology as she uncovers the secrets of this subculture--an incredible tale of
triumph, temptation and tragedy.

The Greatest Trade Ever
Daniel Tzvetkoff was just another Brisbane teenager working for peanuts at Pizza
Hut and spending much of his spare time glued to his computer. When he worked
out a new method of payment processing, the online poker companies came
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running to him for help so they could grow their businesses. Soon he was living the
American dream, raking in $3 million a week and revelling in a jet-set lifestyle of
fast cars, luxury yachts and VIP nightclubs. His epic rollercoaster ride mirrored the
extraordinary world of online poker, where hot-shot college students won millions
from the confines of their dorms, and fortunes were won and lost. However,
Tzvetkoff's move to the bright lights of Las Vegas would soon see him facing the
abyss. Owing millions to the poker companies, and with the FBI hot on his trail, the
boy wonder needed to pull an ace from his sleeve to keep from busting out. And
when he did, it resulted in a day that sent shockwaves through the world of online
poker - and saw him take the blame.

Return to Glory
A National Bestseller From New Yorker staff writer and bestselling author of The
Nine and The Run of His Life: The People v. O. J. Simpson, the definitive account of
the kidnapping and trial that defined an insane era in American history On
February 4, 1974, Patty Hearst, a sophomore in college and heiress to the Hearst
Family fortune, was kidnapped by a ragtag group of self-styled revolutionaries
calling itself the Symbonese Liberation Army. The weird turns that followed in this
already sensational take are truly astonishing--the Hearst family tried to secure
Patty's release by feeding the people of Oakland and San Francisco for free; bank
security cameras captured "Tania" wielding a machine gun during a roberry; the
LAPD engaged in the largest police shoot-out in American history; the first breaking
news event was broadcast live on telelvision stations across the country; and then
there was Patty's circuslike trial, filled with theatrical courtroom confrontations and
a dramatic last-minute reversal, after which the term "Stockholm syndrome"
entered the lexicon. Ultimately, the saga highlighted a decade in which America
seemed to be suffering a collective nervous breakdown. American Heiress portrays
the electrifying lunacy of the time and the toxic mic of sex, politics, and violence
that swept up Patty Hearst and captivated the nation.

Black Edge
Nominated for the FT/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Nominated for the
Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction Amazon Top 5 Business Books of 2017
'A prodigious feat of reporting' - Malcolm Gladwell ‘Black Edge has the grip of a
thriller Everyone should read this book’ - David Grann, New York Times bestselling
author of THE LOST CITY OF Z How do super-rich bankers get away with it? There is
a powerful new class of billionaire financiers in the world, who use their
phenomenal wealth to write their own rules and laws. Chief among them is Steven
Cohen, a Wall Street legend, and the basis for Damian Lewis's character in
BILLIONS, who built his hedge fund into a $15 billion empire on the basis of wizardlike stock trading, and who flies to work by helicopter and owns one of the largest
private art collections in the world. But his iconic status was shattered when his
fund became the target of a sprawling FBI investigation into insider trading,
charged with using illegal inside information – or ‘black edge’ – to beat the market.
His firm, SAC Capital, was ultimately indicted and pled guilty to charges of
securities and wire fraud, and paid record criminal and civil fines of nearly $2
billion. But even as the company bearing his name pled guilty, Cohen himself was
never charged, and is free to start trading publicly again from January 2018. Black
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Edge offers a revelatory look at the grey zone in which so much of Wall Street
functions, and a window into the transformation of the worldwide economy. With
meticulous reporting and powerful storytelling, this is a riveting, true-life legal
thriller that takes readers inside the US government’s pursuit of Cohen and his
employees, and raises urgent questions about the power and wealth of those who
sit at the pinnacle of the financial world.

Black Edge
The bestselling author of The Sellout tells the explosive story of the government’s
crackdown on insider-trading networks—an investigation that has already racked
up more than 60 convictions. In Circle of Friends, award-winning journalist Charles
Gasparino—one of Wall Street's most knowledgeable observers—follows
government investigators and prosecutors as they pursue one of the most
aggressive and broad-reaching series of insider-trading cases in the nation's
history. A richly textured page-turner of investigative journalism based on
extensive reporting, Circle of Friends chronicles the massive federal crackdown
that has already put some of the biggest names on Wall Street behind bars,
including Raj Rajaratnam, founder of the Galleon Group, and Rajat Gupta, a former
CEO of consulting giant McKinsey & Co. Other similarly sized targets are still
waiting nervously, including the biggest one of them all—financial impresario Steve
Cohen of SAC Capital, the giant hedge fund that has confounded regulators for
years by cranking out a steady stream of market-busting returns. Gasparino goes
behind the headlines to reveal how the government makes its case, using every
tool at its disposal—and at great expense to taxpayers—to supposedly make the
investing world safer for average Americans. Gasparino asks why federal officials
are so eager to prosecute these cases: What is the real damage to individuals? Do
average investors really care? He explores why insider trading is all the rage these
days when the U.S. government has failed to bring a single criminal case against
the culprits who caused the 2008 financial crisis. Circle of Friends is not a defense
of insider trading, but it does offer an account of the politics of Wall Street crime
fighting, revealing the behind-the-scenes ambitions that motivate headlines and
burnish political careers. A riveting work of narrative nonfiction, as engrossing and
explosive as fictional thrillers of the finest magnitude, Circle of Friends is a wakeup
call to the investing public.

When the Wolves Bite
The #1 New York Times bestseller from the author of Killers of the Flower Moon In
1925, the legendary British explorer Percy Fawcett ventured into the Amazon
jungle, in search of a fabled civilization. He never returned. Over the years
countless perished trying to find evidence of his party and the place he called “The
Lost City of Z.” In this masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, journalist David Grann
interweaves the spellbinding stories of Fawcett’s quest for “Z” and his own journey
into the deadly jungle, as he unravels the greatest exploration mystery of the
twentieth century.

More Money Than God
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The inside account of a financial meltdown that reshaped Wall Street In 1983, Lew
Glucksman, then co-CEO of the heralded investment bank Lehman Brothers,
demanded the resignation of chairman Pete Peterson, with whom he had long
argued over how to manage the company. Shockingly, Peterson, who had taken
charge a decade earlier and led Lehman from near collapse to record profits,
agreed to step down. In this meticulously researched volume, Ken Auletta details
the turmoil, infighting, and power struggles that brought about Peterson’s
departure and the eventual sale of one of Wall Street’s oldest and most prestigious
firms. Set against the backdrop of the 1980s stock exchange, where hotshot young
traders made and lost millions in a single afternoon, the story of Lehman’s fall is a
suspenseful battle of wills between bankers, traders, and executives motivated by
greed, envy, and ego. Auletta, who conducted hundreds of hours of interviews and
was granted access to private company records, has crafted a thorough, enduring,
and engaging account of pivotal events that continued to influence this storied
financial institution until its ultimate demise in 2008.

For the Love of Money
“This page-turning combination of business book and adventure saga tells the tale
of the Ford Motor Company’s” 2016 triumph at Le Mans (The New York Times, “10
New Books We Recommend This Week”). At the 2015 Detroit Auto Show, Ford
unveiled a new car—and the automotive world lost its collective mind. This wasn’t
some new Explorer or Focus. Onto the stage rolled a carbon-fiber GT powered by a
six-cylinder Ecoboost engine that churned out over 600 horsepower. It was sexy
and jaw dropping, but, more than that, it was a callback to the legendary Ford
GT40 Mk IIs that stuck it to Ferrari and finished 1-2-3 at Le Mans in 1966. Detroit
was back, and Ford was going back to Le Mans. Matthew DeBord, a veteran auto
industry journalist, tells the incredible story of Ford’s resurgence in Return to Glory.
A decade ago, CEO Alan Mulally took over the iconic company and, thanks to his
“One Ford” plan, helped it weather the financial crisis without a government
bailout. DeBord revisits the story of the 1960s, details the creation of the new GT,
and follows the team through the racing season—from Daytona to Sebring and
Laguna Seca in Monterey. Finally, DeBord joins the Ford team in Le Mans in June
2016. This fabled twenty-four-hour endurance race is designed to break cars and
drivers, and it was at Le Mans, fifty years after the company’s greatest triumph,
that Ford’s comeback was put to the ultimate test.

Den of Thieves
"This book sets out to reveal why Canada has become a popular place for
investment fraud and thievery, and what the consequences are?and not just for
small investors who can lose a lifetime of savings with one wrong turn. It examines
how bankers and brokers and the very wealthy rob from investors and companies.
Thieves of Bay Street explores how our vaunted financial institutions peddle
dangerous investment products and contributed to the U.S. subprime mortgage
crisis, the reverberations of which are threatening entire national economies. It?s
about the ways that credit rating agencies, underwriters, analysts and lawyers
enable fraud, and how regulators and law enforcement sit on the sidelines and do
nothing to stop the fiascos from unfolding. If, like so many of us, you've bought the
line that Canada's financial industry is safe and sound and worthy of your respect,
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prepare to be robbed of something yourself: your faith."--Page 4 of cover.

Alligator Blood
For readers of The Smartest Guys in the Room and When Genius Failed, the
definitive take on Brian Hunter, John Arnold, Amaranth Advisors, and the largest
hedge fund collapse in history At its peak, hedge fund Amaranth Advisors LLC had
more than $9 billion in assets. A few weeks later, it completely collapsed. The
disaster was largely triggered by one man: thirty-two-year-old hotshot trader Brian
Hunter. His high-risk bets on natural gas prices bankrupted his firm and destroyed
his career, while John Arnold, his rival at competitor fund Centaurus, emerged as
the highest-paid trader on Wall Street. Meticulously researched and characterdriven, Hedge Hogs is a riveting fly-on-the-wall account of the largest hedge fund
collapse in history: a blistering tale of the recent past that explains our precarious
present . . . and may predict our future. Using emails, instant messages, court
testimony, and exclusive interviews, securities analyst turned investigative
reporter Barbara T. Dreyfuss charts the colliding paths of these two charismatic
traders who dominated the speculative energy market. We follow Brian Hunter, the
Canadian farm boy and elbows-out high school basketball star, as he achieves
phenomenal early success, only to see his ambition, greed, and hubris precipitate
his downfall. Set in relief is the journey of John Arnold, whose mild manner,
sophisticated tastes, and low profile belied his own ferocious competitive streak. As
the two clash, hundreds of millions of dollars in pension and endowment money is
imperiled, with devastating public consequences. Hedge Hogs takes you behind
closed doors into the shadowy world of hedge funds, the unregulated wild side of
finance, where over-the-top parties and lavish perks abound and billions of dollars
of other people’s money are in the hands of a tiny elite. Dreyfuss traces the rise of
this freewheeling industry while detailing the decades of bank, hedge fund, and
commodity deregulation that turned Wall Street into a speculative casino. A
gripping saga peppered with fast money, vivid characters, and high drama, Hedge
Hogs is also an important and timely cautionary tale—a vivisection of a financial
system jeopardized by reckless practices, watered-down regulation, and loopholes
in government oversight, just waiting for the next bust. Praise for Hedge Hogs
“Regulators, legislators and judges inclined to sympathize with the industry ought
to rush out and buy a copy of Barbara Dreyfuss’s Hedge Hogs, a wonderfully
instructive tale about Amaranth Advisors. . . . Dreyfuss, a Wall Street analyst
turned investigative journalist, not only plowed through what turned out to be a
treasure trove of official records and transcripts, but supplemented it with plenty of
her own reporting. She manages to organize it all into a tight, riveting and
understandable yarn.”—The Washington Post “Clearly and entertainingly told . . . a
salutary example of how traders who believe they are super-smart might be
nothing more than lucky, and how there is nothing so intoxicating as the ability to
speculate with other people’s money.”—The Economist “[Dreyfuss] does a great
job of putting Amaranth’s out-of-control trader into historical context, explaining
the blitz of deregulation that set the stage for someone like Hunter to do maximum
damage.”—Bloomberg “The definitive take on the largest hedge fund collapse in
history . . . You will not be able to put it down.”—Frank Partnoy, author of
F.I.A.S.C.O. and Infectious Greed Named One of the Top 10 Business & Economics
Books of the Season by Publishers Weekly
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The Lost City of Z
Named a Best Book of 2018 by the Financial Times and Fortune, this "thrilling" (Bill
Gates) New York Times bestseller exposes how a "modern Gatsby" swindled over
$5 billion with the aid of Goldman Sachs in "the heist of the century" (Axios). Now a
#1 international bestseller, BILLION DOLLAR WHALE is "an epic tale of white-collar
crime on a global scale" (Publishers Weekly, starred review), revealing how a
young social climber from Malaysia pulled off one of the biggest heists in history. In
2009, a chubby, mild-mannered graduate of the University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School of Business named Jho Low set in motion a fraud of unprecedented
gall and magnitude--one that would come to symbolize the next great threat to the
global financial system. Over a decade, Low, with the aid of Goldman Sachs and
others, siphoned billions of dollars from an investment fund--right under the nose
of global financial industry watchdogs. Low used the money to finance elections,
purchase luxury real estate, throw champagne-drenched parties, and even to
finance Hollywood films like The Wolf of Wall Street. By early 2019, with his yacht
and private jet reportedly seized by authorities and facing criminal charges in
Malaysia and in the United States, Low had become an international fugitive, even
as the U.S. Department of Justice continued its investigation. BILLION DOLLAR
WHALE has joined the ranks of Liar's Poker, Den of Thieves, and Bad Blood as a
classic harrowing parable of hubris and greed in the financial world.

American Huckster
Skillful management is essential to the functioning of any organization. But what
are the fundamental elements of a manager’s work? What tools and techniques
can managers employ to achieve their goals? At a time when organizations must
work across sectors, between farther physical distances, and while interweaving
sustainability and equity, what do managers need to know about the changing
nature of work and leadership? This book is a succinct handbook of the essentials
of management for current and future practitioners. Leadership experts Steven
Cohen and William Eimicke concisely explain management best practices, aiming
to equip managers with the tools of the trade and prepare them to tackle decision
making. They detail three core areas of practice: operations, opportunities, and
organization and society, underscoring how ethical and strategic guidance and
behaviors are essential to sustainable success. The book delves into the leadership
role of managers, financial management skills, performance management
essentials, organizational structure and human resources management, strategic
planning, sustainability, contract management, private-public partnerships, public
engagement and advertisement, organizational ethics, and the future of
technology for management professionals. Designed for new managers as a
roadmap and for experienced managers as a reference, this book offers an
indispensable guide to the fundamental components of management across public,
private, and social-sector organizations.

Straight to Hell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. The unbelievable true story of the man who built a
billion-dollar online drug empire from his bedroom—and almost got away with it In
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2011, a twenty-six-year-old libertarian programmer named Ross Ulbricht launched
the ultimate free market: the Silk Road, a clandestine Web site hosted on the Dark
Web where anyone could trade anything—drugs, hacking software, forged
passports, counterfeit cash, poisons—free of the government’s watchful eye. It
wasn’t long before the media got wind of the new Web site where anyone—not just
teenagers and weed dealers but terrorists and black hat hackers—could buy and
sell contraband detection-free. Spurred by a public outcry, the federal government
launched an epic two-year manhunt for the site’s elusive proprietor, with no leads,
no witnesses, and no clear jurisdiction. All the investigators knew was that whoever
was running the site called himself the Dread Pirate Roberts. The Silk Road quickly
ballooned into $1.2 billion enterprise, and Ross embraced his new role as kingpin.
He enlisted a loyal crew of allies in high and low places, all as addicted to the
danger and thrill of running an illegal marketplace as their customers were to the
heroin they sold. Through his network he got wind of the target on his back and
took drastic steps to protect himself—including ordering a hit on a former
employee. As Ross made plans to disappear forever, the Feds raced against the
clock to catch a man they weren’t sure even existed, searching for a needle in the
haystack of the global Internet. Drawing on exclusive access to key players and
two billion digital words and images Ross left behind, Vanity Fair correspondent
and New York Times bestselling author Nick Bilton offers a tale filled with twists
and turns, lucky breaks and unbelievable close calls. It’s a story of the boy next
door’s ambition gone criminal, spurred on by the clash between the new world of
libertarian-leaning, anonymous, decentralized Web advocates and the old world of
government control, order, and the rule of law. Filled with unforgettable characters
and capped by an astonishing climax, American Kingpin might be dismissed as too
outrageous for fiction. But it’s all too real.

The Buy Side
"A former hedge-fund trader presents a memoir about coming of age on Wall
Street, his obsessive pursuit of money, his disillusionment and the radical new way
he has come to define success, "--NoveList.

Lights Out
Most traders on the ASX are familiar with line and bar charts, but there has never
before been a book written in Australia on the ancient Japanese art of candlestick
charting. Louise Bedford, author of the highly successful The Secret of Writing
Options, writes in a clear, concise way and uses plenty of examples to help readers
understand candlesticks and use them to profitably trade the markets.

The Better Angels of Our Nature
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY: NPR, The New York Times Book Review, Time, Wall Street Journal, Washington
Post • The McKinsey Business Book of the Year The full inside story of the
breathtaking rise and shocking collapse of Theranos, the one-time multibilliondollar biotech startup founded by Elizabeth Holmes—now the subject of the HBO
documentary The Inventor—by the prize-winning journalist who first broke the
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story and pursued it to the end. “The story is even crazier than I expected, and I
found myself unable to put it down once I started. This book has everything:
elaborate scams, corporate intrigue, magazine cover stories, ruined family
relationships, and the demise of a company once valued at nearly $10 billion.”
—Bill Gates In 2014, Theranos founder and CEO Elizabeth Holmes was widely seen
as the female Steve Jobs: a brilliant Stanford dropout whose startup “unicorn”
promised to revolutionize the medical industry with a machine that would make
blood testing significantly faster and easier. Backed by investors such as Larry
Ellison and Tim Draper, Theranos sold shares in a fundraising round that valued the
company at more than $9 billion, putting Holmes’s worth at an estimated $4.7
billion. There was just one problem: The technology didn’t work. A riveting story of
the biggest corporate fraud since Enron, a tale of ambition and hubris set amid the
bold promises of Silicon Valley.

American Kingpin
Although he was a suburban husband and father, living a far different life than the
“Wolf of Wall Street,” Michael Kimelman had a good run as the cofounder of a
hedge fund. He had left a cushy yet suffocating job at a law firm to try his hand at
the high-risk life of a proprietary trader — and he did pretty well for himself. But it
all came crashing down in the wee hours of November 5, 2009, when the Feds
came to his door—almost taking the door off its hinges. While his wife and children
were sequestered to a bedroom, Kimelman was marched off in embarrassment in
view of his neighbors and TV crews who had been alerted in advance. He was
arrested as part of a huge insider trading case, and while he was offered a
“sweetheart” no-jail probation plea, he refused, maintaining his innocence. The
lion’s share of Confessions of a Wall Street Insider was written while Kimelman was
an inmate at Lewisburg Penitentiary. In nearly two years behind bars, he reflected
on his experiences before incarceration—rubbing elbows and throwing back far too
many cocktails with financial titans and major figures in sports and entertainment
(including Leonardo DiCaprio, Alex Rodriguez, Ben Bernanke, and Alan Greenspan,
to drop a few names); making and losing hundreds of thousands of dollars in daily
gambles on the Street; getting involved with the wrong people, who eventually
turned on him; realizing that none of that mattered in the end. As he writes:
“Stripped of family, friends, time, and humanity, if there’s ever a place to give one
pause, it’s prison . . . Tomorrow is promised to no one.” In Confessions of a Wall
Street Insider, he reveals the triumphs, pains, and struggles, and how, in the end,
it just might have made him a better person. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our
Arcade, Good Books, Sports Publishing, and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of biographies, autobiographies, and memoirs. Our list includes
biographies on well-known historical figures like Benjamin Franklin, Nelson
Mandela, and Alexander Graham Bell, as well as villains from history, such as
Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We have also published
survivor stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity, first-hand
tales of adventure, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

Greed and Glory on Wall Street
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How could General Electric—perhaps America’s most iconic corporation—suffer
such a swift and sudden fall from grace? This is the definitive history of General
Electric’s epic decline, as told by the two Wall Street Journal reporters who covered
its fall. Since its founding in 1892, GE has been more than just a corporation. For
generations, it was job security, a solidly safe investment, and an elite business
education for top managers. GE electrified America, powering everything from
lightbulbs to turbines, and became fully integrated into the American societal
mindset as few companies ever had. And after two decades of leadership under
legendary CEO Jack Welch, GE entered the twenty-first century as America’s most
valuable corporation. Yet, fewer than two decades later, the GE of old was gone.
Lights Out examines how Welch’s handpicked successor, Jeff Immelt, tried to fix
flaws in Welch’s profit machine, while stumbling headlong into mistakes of his own.
In the end, GE’s traditional win-at-all-costs driven culture seemed to lose its
direction, which ultimately caused the company’s decline on both a personal and
organizational scale. Lights Out details how one of America’s all-time great
companies has been reduced to a cautionary tale for our times.

The Secret of Candlestick Charting
The first inside account of the international soccer scandal that rocked the world
and the American at its center—the incredible story of how a stay-at-home New
York soccer dad illegally made millions off the world’s most powerful and corrupt
sports organization and became an unlikely FBI whistleblower. He was the middleclass Jewish kid from Queens who rose from local youth soccer leagues to the
heights of FIFA, becoming a larger-than-life, jet-setting buccaneer—and the most
notorious FBI informant in sports history. For years, Chuck Blazer skimmed over
$20 million from FIFA, stashing his money in offshore accounts and real estate
holdings that included a luxury apartment in Trump Tower, a South Beach condo,
and a hideaway in the Bahamas. Instantly recognizable with his unruly mass of saltand-pepper hair and matching beard—and a rotating crop of arm candy—Blazer
was one of the most flamboyant figures in the glitzy social and political circles of
international soccer. Over the course of thirty years, Blazer leveraged his
friendships with the likes of Vladimir Putin, Hillary Clinton and Nelson Mandela, to
increase his influence with the mandarins of global soccer—most notably Sepp
Blatter, FIFA’s long-time godfather. Once Blatter tapped Blazer to be the first
American in almost fifty years to sit on FIFA’s executive committee, the erstwhile
accountant steadily accumulated money and power—until 2013 when the FBI and
IRS nabbed Blazer and charged him with fraud, money laundering, and tax
evasion. In exchange for immunity, Blazer agreed to let the Feds install a
microphone in his keychain to entrap his larcenous band of brothers—leading to
the shocking arrest and indictment of eighteen FIFA officials for racketeering and
bribery. In this taut and suspenseful tale of white-collar crime and betrayal at the
highest levels of international business, investigative reporters Mary Papenfuss and
Teri Thompson draw on sources in U.S. law enforcement as well as in Blazer’s inner
circle to tell the surreal tale of this astonishing character and the scandal that
rocked the world.

Black Edge
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A Wall Street Journal reporter evaluates the cost and consequences of high-speed
trading, arguing that the development of automatic, super-intelligent trading
machines is eliminating necessary human interests and compromising regulation
measures. 50,000 first printing.

Monkey Business
The hilarious New York Times bestseller “sharply observes the lives of globetrotting, overindulging investment bankers” (Entertainment Weekly). “Some chick
asked me what I would do with 10 million bucks. I told her I’d wonder where the
rest of my money went.” —@GSElevator For three years, the notorious
@GSElevator Twitter feed offered a hilarious, shamelessly voyeuristic look into the
real world of international finance. Hundreds of thousands followed the account,
Goldman Sachs launched an internal investigation, and when the true identity of
the man behind it all was revealed, it created a national media sensation—but
that’s only part of the story. Where @GSElevator captured the essence of the
banking elite with curated jokes and submissions overheard by readers, Straight to
Hell adds John LeFevre’s own story—an unapologetic and darkly funny account of a
career as a globe-conquering investment banker spanning New York, London, and
Hong Kong. Straight to Hell pulls back the curtain on a world that is both hated and
envied, taking readers from the trading floors and roadshows to private planes and
after-hours overindulgence. Full of shocking lawlessness, boyish antics, and win-atall-costs schemes, this is the definitive take on the deviant, dysfunctional, and
absolutely excessive world of finance. “Shocking and sordid—and so much fun.”
—Daily News (New York) “LeFevre’s workplace anecdotes include tales of
nastiness, sabotage, favoritism, sexism, racism, expense-account padding, and
legally questionable collusion.” —The New Yorker

Flash Crash
Aaron McDuffie Moore (1863–1923) was born in rural Columbus County in eastern
North Carolina at the close of the Civil War. Defying the odds stacked against an
African American of this era, he pursued an education, alternating between work
on the family farm and attending school. Moore originally dreamed of becoming an
educator and attended notable teacher training schools in the state. But later,
while at Shaw University, he followed another passion and entered Leonard
Medical School. Dr. Moore graduated with honors in 1888 and became the first
practicing African American physician in the city of Durham, North Carolina. He
went on to establish the Durham Drug Company and the Durham Colored Library;
spearhead and run Lincoln Hospital, the city's first secular, freestanding African
American hospital; cofound North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company; help
launch Rosenwald schools for African American children statewide; and foster the
development of Durham's Hayti community. Dr. Moore was one-third of the mighty
"Triumvirate" alongside John Merrick and C. C. Spaulding, credited with
establishing Durham as the capital of the African American middle class in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and founding Durham's famed Black Wall
Street. His legacy can still be seen on the city streets and country backroads today,
and an examination of his life provides key insights into the history of Durham, the
state, and the nation during Reconstruction and the beginning of the Jim Crow Era.
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American Heiress
The Wall Street Journal's award-winning business reporter unveils the bizarre and
sinister story of how a math genius named Tom Hayes, a handful of outrageous
confederates, and a deeply corrupt banking system ignited one of the greatest
financial scandals in history. The paperback edition includes a new chapter
discussing further fallout from the scandal. In 2006, an oddball group of bankers,
traders and brokers from some of the world’s largest financial institutions made a
startling realization: Libor—the London interbank offered rate, which determines
interest rates on trillions in loans worldwide—was set daily by a small group of
easily manipulated functionaries. Tom Hayes, a brilliant but troubled
mathematician, became the lynchpin of shadowy team that used hook and crook
to take over the process and set rates that made them a fortune, no matter the
cost to others. Among the motley crew was a French trader nicknamed “Gollum”;
the broker “Abbo,” who liked to publicly strip naked when drinking; a Kazakh
chicken farmer turned something short of financial whiz kid; an executive called
“Clumpy” because of his patchwork hair loss; and a broker uncreatively nicknamed
“Big Nose.” Eventually known as the “Spider Network,” Hayes’s circle generated
untold riches —until it all unraveled in spectacularly vicious, backstabbing fashion.
Praised as reading “like a fast-paced John le Carré thriller” (New York Times),
“compelling” (Washington Post) and “jaw-dropping” (Financial Times), The Spider
Network is not only a rollicking account of the scam, but a provocative examination
of a financial system that was warped and shady throughout.

Billion Dollar Whale
A #1 bestseller from coast to coast, Den of Thieves tells the full story of the insidertrading scandal that nearly destroyed Wall Street, the men who pulled it off, and
the chase that finally brought them to justice. Pulitzer Prize–winner James B.
Stewart shows for the first time how four of the eighties’ biggest names on Wall
Street—Michael Milken, Ivan Boesky, Martin Siegel, and Dennis Levine —created
the greatest insider-trading ring in financial history and almost walked away with
billions, until a team of downtrodden detectives triumphed over some of America’s
most expensive lawyers to bring this powerful quartet to justice. Based on secret
grand jury transcripts, interviews, and actual trading records, and containing
explosive new revelations about Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky written especially
for this paperback edition, Den of Thieves weaves all the facts into an
unforgettable narrative—a portrait of human nature, big business, and crime of
unparalleled proportions.

Confessions of a Wall Street Insider
The riveting story of a trading prodigy who amassed $70 million from his childhood
bedroom--until the government accused him of helping trigger an unprecedented
market collapse *Soon to be a feature film starring Dev Patel* On May 6, 2010,
financial markets around the world tumbled simultaneously and without warning.
In the span of five minutes, a trillion dollars of valuation was lost. The Flash Crash,
as it became known, represented the fastest drop in market history. When share
values rebounded less than half an hour later, experts around the globe were left
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perplexed. What had they just witnessed? Navinder Singh Sarao hardly seemed
like a man who would shake the world's financial markets to their core. Raised in a
working-class neighborhood in West London, Nav was a preternaturally gifted
trader who played the markets like a computer game. By the age of thirty, he had
left behind London's "trading arcades," working instead out of his childhood home.
For years the money poured in. But when lightning-fast electronic traders
infiltrated markets and started eating into his profits, Nav built a system of his own
to fight back. It worked--until 2015, when the FBI arrived at his door. Depending on
whom you ask, Sarao was a scourge, a symbol of a financial system run horribly
amok, or a folk hero who took on the tyranny of Wall Street and the high-frequency
traders. A real-life financial thriller, Flash Crash uncovers the remarkable, behindthe-scenes narrative of a mystifying market crash, a globe-spanning investigation
into international fraud, and the man at the center of them both.

Hedge Hogs
The incredible true story of the decade-long quest to bring down Paul Le Roux--the
creator of a frighteningly powerful Internet-enabled cartel who merged the
ruthlessness of a drug lord with the technological savvy of a Silicon Valley
entrepreneur "Evan Ratliff has pried open a hidden world of high-tech gangsters
and drug kingpins and double-crossers and stone-cold hitmen."--David Grann,
author of Killers of the Flower Moon It all started as an online prescription drug
network, supplying hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of painkillers to American
customers. It would not stop there. Before long, the business had turned into a
sprawling multinational conglomerate engaged in almost every conceivable aspect
of criminal mayhem. Yachts carrying $100 million in cocaine. Safe houses in Hong
Kong filled with gold bars. Shipments of methamphetamine from North Korea.
Weapons deals with Iran. Mercenary armies in Somalia. Teams of hit men in the
Philippines. Encryption programs so advanced that the government could not
break them. The man behind it all, pulling the strings from a laptop in Manila, was
Paul Calder Le Roux--a reclusive programmer turned criminal genius who could
only exist in the networked world of the twenty-first century, and the kind of selfmade crime boss that American law enforcement had never imagined. For half a
decade, DEA agents played a global game of cat-and-mouse with Le Roux as he
left terror and chaos in his wake. Each time they came close, he would slip away. It
would take relentless investigative work, and a shocking betrayal from within his
organization, to catch him. And when he was finally caught, the story turned again,
as Le Roux struck a deal to bring down his own organization and the people he had
once employed. Award-winning investigative journalist Evan Ratliff spent four
years piecing together this intricate puzzle, chasing Le Roux's empire and his
shadowy henchmen around the world, conducting hundreds of interviews and
uncovering thousands of documents. The result is a riveting, unprecedented
account of a crime boss built by and for the digital age. Advance praise for The
Mastermind "A true crime classic"--Publishers Weekly (starred review) "If truth is
stranger than fiction, then The Mastermind is the truest book you'll read this year.
The only thing predictable about it is how quickly you'll turn the pages."--Noah
Hawley, author of Before the Fall and creator of the TV series Fargo

Bad Blood
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Here is the true story of a top Wall Street player's transformation from a straightarrow believer to a jaded cynic, who reveals how Wall Street's insider game is
really played. Dan Reingold was a top Wall Street analyst for fourteen years and
Salomon Smith Barney analyst Jack Grubman's chief competitor in the red-hot
sector of telecom. Reingold was part of the "Street" and believed in it. But in this
action-packed, highly personal memoir written with accomplished Fast Company
senior writer Jennifer Reingold the author describes how his enthusiasm gave way
to disgust as he learned how deeply corrupted Wall Street and much of corporate
America had become during the roaring stock market bubble of the 1990s.
Confessions of a Wall Street Analyst provides a front-row seat at one of the most
dramatic -- and ultimately tragic -- periods in financial history. Reingold recounts
his introduction to the world of Wall Street leaks and secret deal-making; his
experiences with corporate fraud; and Wall Street's alarming penchant for lavish
spending and multimillion-dollar pay packages. Reingold spars with arch rival
Grubman; fends off intense pressures from Wall Street bankers and corporate
CEOs; and is wooed by Morgan Stanley's CEO, John Mack, and CSFB's über-banker
Frank Quattrone. Reingold describes instances in which confidential deals are
whispered days before their official announcement. He recalls the moment he
learns that Bernie Ebbers's WorldCom was massively cooking its books. And he is
shocked to have been an unwitting catalyst for a series of sexually explicit e-mails
that would rock Wall Street; bring Jack Grubman to his knees; and contribute to the
stepping aside of Grubman's boss, Citigroup CEO Sandy Weill. Some of Reingold's
stories are outrageous, others hilarious, and many are simply absurd. But,
together, they provide a sobering exposé of Wall Street: a jungle of greed and ego,
a place brimming with conflicts and inside information, and a business absurdly out
of touch with the Main Street it claims to serve. He shows how government
investigators, headlines notwithstanding, never got to the heart of the ethical and
legal transgressions of the era. And how they completely overlooked Wall Street's
pervasive use of inside information, leaving investors -- even sophisticated
professionals -- cheated. The book ends with a series of important policy
recommendations to clean up the investing business. In the tradition of Liar's Poker
and Den of Thieves, Confessions of a Wall Street Analyst is a no-holds-barred
insider's account that will open the eyes of every investor.

Confessions of a Wall Street Analyst
The inside story of the clash of two of Wall Street's biggest, richest, toughest, most
aggressive players--Carl Icahn and Bill Ackman--and Herbalife, the company caught
in the middle With their billions of dollars and their business savvy, activist
investors Carl Icahn and Bill Ackman have the ability to move markets with the
flick of a wrist. But what happens when they run into the one thing in business they
can't control: each other? This fast-paced book tells the story of the clash of these
two titans over Herbalife, a nutritional supplement company whose business model
Ackman questioned. Icahn decided to vouch for them, and the dispute became a
years-long feud, complete with secret backroom deals, public accusations, billions
of dollars in stock trades, and one dramatic insult war on live television. Wapner,
who hosted that memorable TV show, has gained unprecedented access to all the
players and unravels this remarkable war of egos, showing the extreme measures
the participants were willing to take. When the Wolves Bite is both a rollicking
business story and a cautionary tale about the power that lives in the hands of a
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precious few.

Big Mistakes
"Steven A. Cohen is a Wall Street legend. Born into a middle class family in a
decidedly upper class suburb on Long Island, he was unpopular in high school and
unlucky with girls. Then he went off to Wharton, and in 1992 launched the hedge
fund SAC Capital, which grew into a $15 billion empire. He cultivated an air of
mystery and reclusiveness -- at one point, owned the copyright to almost every
picture taken of him -- and also of extreme excess, building a 35,000 square foot
house in Greenwich, flying to work by helicopter, and amassing one of the largest
private art collections in the world. But on Wall Street, he was revered as a genius:
one of the greatest traders who ever lived. That public image was shattered when
SAC Capital became the target of a sprawling, seven-year criminal and SEC
investigation, the largest in Wall Street history, led by an undermanned but
determined group of government agents, prosecutors, and investigators. Experts in
finding and using "black edge" (inside information), SAC Capital was ultimately
fined nearly $2 billion -- the largest penalty in history -- and shut down. But as
Sheelah Kolhatkar shows, Steven Cohen was never actually put out of business. He
was allowed to keep trading his own money (in 2015, he made $350 million), and
can start a new hedge fund in only a few years. Though eight SAC employees were
convicted or pleaded guilty to insider trading, Cohen himself walked away a free
man. Black Edge is a riveting, true-life thriller that raises an urgent and troubling
question: Are Wall Street titans like Steven Cohen above the law?"--

The Billionaire's Apprentice
On March 14, 2012, more than three million people read Greg Smith's bombshell
Op-Ed in the New York Times titled "Why I Am Leaving Goldman Sachs." The
column immediately went viral, became a worldwide trending topic on Twitter, and
drew passionate responses from former Fed chairman Paul Volcker, legendary
General Electric CEO Jack Welch, and New York City mayor Mike Bloomberg.
Mostly, though, it hit a nerve among the general public who question the role of
Wall Street in society -- and the callous "take-the-money-and-run" mentality that
brought the world economy to its knees a few short years ago. Smith now picks up
where his Op-Ed left off. His story begins in the summer of 2000, when an idealistic
21-year-old arrives as an intern at Goldman Sachs and learns about the firm's
Business Principle #1: Our clients' interests always come first. This remains Smith's
mantra as he rises from intern to analyst to sales trader, with clients controlling
assets of more than a trillion dollars. From the shenanigans of his summer
internship during the technology bubble to Las Vegas hot tubs and the excesses of
the real estate boom; from the career lifeline he received from an NFL Hall of
Famer during the bear market to the day Warren Buffett came to save Goldman
Sachs from extinction-Smith will take the reader on his personal journey through
the firm, and bring us inside the world's most powerful bank. Smith describes in
page-turning detail how the most storied investment bank on Wall Street went
from taking iconic companies like Ford, Sears, and Microsoft public to becoming a
"vampire squid" that referred to its clients as "muppets" and paid the government
a record half-billion dollars to settle SEC charges. He shows the evolution of Wall
Street into an industry riddled with conflicts of interest and a profit-at-all-costs
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mentality: a perfectly rigged game at the expense of the economy and the society
at large. After conversations with nine Goldman Sachs partners over a twelvemonth period proved fruitless, Smith came to believe that the only way the system
would ever change was for an insider to finally speak out publicly. He walked away
from his career and took matters into his own hands. This is his story.

Aaron McDuffie Moore
In 2006, hedge fund manager John Paulson realized something few others
suspected--that the housing market and the value of subprime mortgages were
grossly inflated and headed for a major fall. Paulson's background was in mergers
and acquisitions, however, and he knew little about real estate or how to wager
against housing. He had spent a career as an also-ran on Wall Street. But Paulson
was convinced this was his chance to make his mark. He just wasn't sure how to do
it. Colleagues at investment banks scoffed at him and investors dismissed him.
Even pros skeptical about housing shied away from the complicated derivative
investments that Paulson was just learning about. But Paulson and a handful of
renegade investors such as Jeffrey Greene and Michael Burry began to bet heavily
against risky mortgages and precarious financial companies. Timing is everything,
though. Initially, Paulson and the others lost tens of millions of dollars as real
estate and stocks continued to soar. Rather than back down, however, Paulson
redoubled his bets, putting his hedge fund and his reputation on the line. In the
summer of 2007, the markets began to implode, bringing Paulson early profits, but
also sparking efforts to rescue real estate and derail him. By year's end, though,
John Paulson had pulled off the greatest trade in financial history, earning more
than $15 billion for his firm--a figure that dwarfed George Soros's billion-dollar
currency trade in 1992. Paulson made billions more in 2008 by transforming his
gutsy move. Some of the underdog investors who attempted the daring trade also
reaped fortunes. But others who got the timing wrong met devastating failure,
discovering that being early and right wasn't nearly enough. Written by the
prizewinning reporter who broke the story in The Wall Street Journal, The Greatest
Trade Ever is a superbly written, fast-paced, behind-the-scenes narrative of how a
contrarian foresaw an escalating financial crisis--that outwitted Chuck Prince,
Stanley O'Neal, Richard Fuld, and Wall Street's titans--to make financial history.

The Spider Network
The first book of its kind: a fascinating and entertaining examination of hedge
funds today Shortlisted for the Financial Times/Goldman Sachs Business Book of
the Year Award The New York Times bestseller

Why I Left Goldman Sachs
Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2020 by Vogue, Forbes, and Cosmopolitan The
unbelievable true story of the young woman who faced down one of the most
valuable startups in Silicon Valley history--and what came after Susan Fowler was
just twenty-five years old when her blog post describing the sexual harassment
and retaliation she'd experienced at Uber riveted the nation. Her post would
eventually lead to the ousting of Uber's powerful CEO, but its ripples extended far
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beyond that, as her courageous choice to attach her name to the post inspired
other women to speak publicly about their experiences. In the year that followed,
an unprecedented number of women came forward, and Fowler was recognized by
Time as one of the "Silence Breakers" who ignited the #MeToo movement. Now,
she tells her full story for the first time: a story of extraordinary determination and
resilience that reveals what it takes--and what it means--to be a whistleblower.
Long before she arrived at Uber, Fowler's life had been defined by her refusal to
accept her circumstances. She propelled herself from an impoverished childhood
with little formal education to the Ivy League, and then to a coveted position at
one of the most valuable companies in the history of Silicon Valley. Each time she
was mistreated, she fought back or found a way to reinvent herself; all she wanted
was the opportunity to define her own dreams and work to achieve them. But when
she discovered Uber's pervasive culture of sexism, racism, harassment, and abuse,
and that the company would do nothing about it, she knew she had to speak
out--no matter what it cost her. Whistleblower takes us deep inside this shockingly
toxic workplace and reveals new details about the aftermath of the blog post, in
which Fowler was investigated and followed, hacked and threatened, to the point
that she feared for her life. But even as it illuminates how the deck is stacked in
favor of the status quo, Fowler's story serves as a crucial reminder that we can
take our power back. Both moving personal narrative and rallying cry,
Whistleblower urges us to be the heroes of our own stories, and to keep fighting for
a more just and equitable world.

Management Fundamentals
A Must-Read for Any Investor Looking to Maximize Their Chances of Success Big
Mistakes: The Best Investors and Their Worst Investments explores the ways in
which the biggest names have failed, and reveals the lessons learned that shaped
more successful strategies going forward. Investing can be a rollercoaster of highs
and lows, and the investors detailed here show just how low it can go; stories from
Warren Buffet, Bill Ackman, Chris Sacca, Jack Bogle, Mark Twain, John Maynard
Keynes, and many more illustrate the simple but overlooked concept that investing
is really hard, whether you're managing a few thousand dollars or a few billion,
failures and losses are part of the game. Much more than just anecdotal diversion,
these stories set the basis for the book's critical focus: learning from mistakes.
These investors all recovered from their missteps, and moved forward armed with
a wealth of knowledge than can only come from experience. Lessons learned
through failure carry a weight that no textbook can convey, and in the case of
these legendary investors, informed a set of skills and strategy that propelled them
to the top. Research-heavy and grounded in realism, this book is a must-read for
any investor looking to maximize their chances of success. Learn the most
common ways even successful investors fail Learn from the mistakes of the greats
to avoid losing ground Anticipate challenges and obstacles, and develop an
advance plan Exercise caution when warranted, and only take the smart risks
While learning from your mistakes is always a valuable experience, learning from
the mistakes of others gives you the benefit of wisdom without the consequences
of experience. Big Mistakes: The Best Investors and Their Worst Investments
provides an incomparable, invaluable resource for investors of all stripes.

Dark Pools
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New York Times Bestseller The Buy Side, by former Galleon Group trader Turney
Duff, portrays an after-hours Wall Street culture where drugs and sex are rampant
and billions in trading commissions flow to those who dangle the most
enticements. A remarkable writing debut, filled with indelible moments, The Buy
Side shows as no book ever has the rewards – and dizzying temptations – of
making a living on the Street. Growing up in the 1980’s Turney Duff was your
average kid from Kennebunk, Maine, eager to expand his horizons. After trying –
and failing – to land a job as a journalist, he secured a trainee position at Morgan
Stanley and got his first feel for the pecking order that exists in the trading pits.
Those on the “buy side,” the traders who make large bets on whether a stock will
rise or fall, are the “alphas” and those on the “sell side,” the brokers who handle
their business, are eager to please. How eager to please was brought home
stunningly to Turney in 1999 when he arrived at the Galleon Group, a colossal
hedge-fund management firm run by secretive founder Raj Rajaratnam. Finally in a
position to trade on his own, Turney was encouraged to socialize with the sell side
and siphon from his new broker friends as much information as possible. Soon he
was not just vacuuming up valuable tips but also being lured into a variety of
hedonistic pursuits. Naïve enough to believe he could keep up the lifestyle without
paying a price, he managed to keep an eye on his buy-and-sell charts and,
meanwhile, pondered the strange goings on at Galleon, where tens of millions
were being made each week in sometimes mysterious ways. At his next positions,
at Argus Partners and J.L. Berkowitz, Turney climbed to even higher heights – and,
as it turned out, plummeted to even lower depths – as, by day, he solidified his
reputation one of the Street’s most powerful healthcare traders, and by night, he
blazed a path through the city’s nightclubs, showing off his social genius and
voraciously inhaling any drug that would fill the void he felt inside. A
mesmerizingly immersive journey through Wall Street’s first millennial decade, and
a poignant self portrait by a young man who surely would have destroyed himself
were it not for his decision to walk away from a seven-figure annual income, The
Buy Side is one of the best coming-of-age-on-the-Street books ever written.

The Mastermind
The inside story of Bernie Madoff and his $65 billion Ponzi scheme, with surprising
and shocking new details from Madoff himself. Who is Bernie Madoff, and how did
he pull off the biggest Ponzi scheme in history? These questions have fascinated
people ever since the news broke about the respected New York financier who
swindled his friends, relatives, and other investors out of $65 billion through a
fraud that lasted for decades. Many have speculated about what might have
happened or what must have happened, but no reporter has been able to get the
full story -- until now. In The Wizard of Lies, Diana B. Henriques of The New York
Times -- who has led the paper's coverage of the Madoff scandal since the day the
story broke -- has written the definitive book on the man and his scheme, drawing
on unprecedented access and more than one hundred interviews with people at all
levels and on all sides of the crime, including Madoff's first interviews for
publication since his arrest. Henriques also provides vivid details from the various
lawsuits, government investigations, and court filings that will explode the myths
that have come to surround the story. A true-life financial thriller, The Wizard of
Lies contrasts Madoff's remarkable rise on Wall Street, where he became one of
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the country's most trusted and respected traders, with dramatic scenes from his
accelerating slide toward self-destruction. It is also the most complete account of
the heartbreaking personal disasters and landmark legal battles triggered by
Madoff's downfall -- the suicides, business failures, fractured families, shuttered
charities -- and the clear lessons this timeless scandal offers to Washington, Wall
Street, and Main Street.

The Alpha Masters
A leading hedge-fund industry insider reveals the secrets and lessons of such top
investors as John Paulson, David Tepper and Bill Ackman, sharing tangible,
analytical insight into the psychology of trading while providing coverage of a
range of strategy types, from Long/Short and Value to Distressed and
Commodities.

The Wizard of Lies
Animal House meets Liar's Poker in this hysterically funny, often unbelievable, and
absolutely, positively true account of life at DLJ, one of the hottest investment
banks on Wall Street.

Whistleblower
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “An essential exposé of our times—a work that
reveals the deep rot in our financial system . . . Everyone should read this
book.”—David Grann, author of Killers of the Flower Moon ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR—The New York Times and The Economist • Finalist for the
New York Public Library’s Helen Bernstein Book Award for Excellence in Journalism
The hedge fund industry changed Wall Street. Its pioneers didn’t lay railroads,
build factories, or invent new technologies. Rather, they made their billions
through financial speculation, by placing bets in the market that turned out to be
right more often than not. In hedge fund circles, Steven A. Cohen was revered as
one of the greatest traders who ever lived. But that image was shattered when his
fund, SAC Capital, became the target of a seven-year government investigation.
Prosecutors labeled SAC a “magnet for market cheaters” whose culture
encouraged the relentless pursuit of “edge”—and even “black edge,” which is
inside information—and the firm was ultimately indicted and pleaded guilty to
charges related to a vast insider trading scheme. Cohen, himself, however, was
never charged. Black Edge is a riveting legal thriller that raises urgent questions
about the power and wealth of those who sit at the pinnacle of high finance and
how they have reshaped the economy. Longlisted for the Andrew Carnegie Medal
for Excellence in Nonfiction and the Financial Times and McKinsey Business Book of
the Year Award “A modern version of Moby-Dick, with wiretaps rather than
harpoons.”—Jennifer Senior, The New York Times “If you liked James B. Stewart’s
Den of Thieves, Sheelah Kolhatkar’s thrilling Black Edge should be next on your
reading list.”—The Wall Street Journal “Excellent.”—The Economist “A true-life
thriller with Shakespearian stakes . . . Her chilling account of a blighted industry is
as mesmerizing as a human story as it is as a financial one.”—Fortune “A tour de
force of groundbreaking reporting and brilliant storytelling.”—Jeffrey Toobin, New
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York Times bestselling author of American Heiress
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